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The Prague School (henceforth PS) is the established name for the international
group of scholars in linguistics, literature, theatre, folldore, and general aesthetics
organized as the Prague Linguistic Circle (1926 - 1948).In its origins. the PS was
in part indebted to Russian fonnalism. especially the Moscow branch (the Moscow
Linguistic Circle whose institutional name it echoed), and some of its members (pete
Bogatyrev. Roman Jakobson). At the same time. the PS had roots in both the Czech
tradition of 19th-century Herbartian Formalism (Josef Durdik, Otakar Hostinsky)
which conceived of Ihe artistic work as a set of formal relations. and in some
post-Herbartian developments in poetics and Iheatre (Otakar Zich). Among other
schools of thought Ihe PS was influenced by S~ussurian linguistics. Hussed's
Phenomenology, and Gestalt ps)'chology. Such intellectual affinities were welcomed
by Ihe members of the PS, since they perceived Iheir enterprise as the crystallization
of tIie new scholarly paradigm for the humanities and social sciences which lakobson
christened Structuralism (Jakobson, 1929 : 11).

The history of the PS can be conveniently divided into three periods. The flCst
begins with Ihe establishment of the Circle in 1926 and continues until 1934. During
this time, the research of the StrUcturalists was oriented toward the internal organization
of poetic works, especially their sound stratum. Roman Jakobsen's and Jan
Mukarovsky's histories of old and modem Czech metrics are the most representative
works of Ihis phase.

The subsequent period (1934 to 1938) opens with Mukarovsky's study of a
"little-known Czech poet of the early 191h century, Milota Zdirad Polak, and ends
with Ihe Circle's collective volume devoted to the leading Czech Romantic, Karel
Hynek Macha. In this period, the PS transcended its immanent orientation toward
literary history : the semiotic concept of a literary work rendered it a social fact
(i.e.. a sign understood by the members of a given col~ectivity) and enabled the
Structralists to relate the developmental changes in literary history to all other aspects
of human culture. Simultaneously, PS schoars exten<kd poetics into aesthetics,
shifting from a concern wilh verbal art alone to a concern wilh all the arts and with
extra-artistic aesthetics as well.
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The last period. roughly from 1938 to 1948. is delimited by exteI1lal interventions.
The German invasion forced some members of the PS to leave Czechoslovakia
(Bogatyrev. Jakobson, Rene Wenek) and severed the inemational contacts of the
Circle; the Communist takeover ten years later effectively banned the Structuralist
study of art and eventually led to the disbanding of the Circle. However, the first
blow was mitigated by an influx of junior members into the Circle : the literary
historian Felix Vodicka, the student of dramatic art Jiri Veltrusky, and the musicologist
Antonin Sychra, among others. During this final stage the research of the PS shifted
toward the subjects involved in artistic process (the author and the perceiver).
Vodicka's systematic attempt to elaborate the history of lite.rary reception is among
the most promising developments of this period.

In the post-War years, the intellectual heritage of the PS was disseminated
throughout the world by those members who left Prague. The Structuralist revolution
of the 1960s in France and the United States was to a considerable degree stimulated
by Roman Jakobson. who in the 1940s helped to establish the Linguistic Circle of
New York, of which the French anthropologist Claude Levi-Strauss was a member.
Petr Bogatyrev, who returned to the Soviet Union after the outbreak of the war,
performed a simllar role there. A group of young lit.eraryscholars (Miroslav Cervenka.
Lubomir Dolczel, Mojmir Grygar, Milan Jankovic) attempted a resurrection of the
PS in Czechoslovakia in the 1960s, but the Soviet invasion of 1968 dealt it a final
blow.

For the PS, Structuralism was a dialectic synthe~is of the two global paradigms
dominating European thought in the 19th century: Romanticism and Positivism.
"European Romantic schlarship", Jakobson observed in 1935, "was an attempt at a
general, global conception of the universe. The antithesis of Romantic scholarship
was the sacrifice of unity for the opportunity to collect the richest factual material,
to gain the most varied partial truth" (Jakobson, 1935 : 110). Structuralism, the
Prague scholars argued, would avoid the one-sidedness of its predecessors by being
neither a totalizing philosophical system nor a narrow concrete science. " Struc-

turalism", as Mukarovsky put it, "is a scholarly attitude that proceeds from the
knowledge of the unceasing interaction of science and philosophy. I say 'attitude'
in order to avoid terms such as 'theory' or 'method.' 'Theory' suggests a fixed body
of knowledge, 'method' an equally homogenized and unchangeable set of working
rules. Structuralism is neither-it is an epistemological stance from which particular
working rules and knowledge follow, to be sure, but which exists independently of
them and is, therefore, capable of development in both these aspects" (Mukarovsky,
1941 :13-14). What characterizes the Prague version ;of Structuralism from other
trends claiming that label is its conceptual frame formed by the interplay of three
complementary notions-structure, function and sign.
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Struct,!re

The concept of structure, which gave the paradigm its name, requires special
attention. In the parlance of the PS, it referred to what might be seen as two distinct
entities. On the one hand, it denoted the holistic organization of a single work as
a hierarchical system of dominant and subordinated elements. But in the same way
as Ferdinand de Saussure recognized that every concrete utterance (parole) is
meaningful only against the background of the collectively shared linguistic code
(langlU!), the Prague saw every individual work as an implementation of a particular
aesthetic code --a set of artistic norms. These they also termed a structure.

In contrast to Saussure, however, the PS did not believe that any code (whether
linguistic or aesthetic) is exclusively synchronic and existing in and of itself.
Concerned with literary change, the Structuralists advanced three different models
for its description. The earliest emulated to a considerable degree the immanent
orientation of Russian Formalism according to which the literary series develops
because of its intrinsic need for de-automatization (aktualisace). But the limitations
of this approach soon became apparent. Poetry does not exist in a social vacuum,
Mukarovsky recognized in 1934, " The developmental series of individual structures
changing in time (e.g., political, economic, ideological, literary) do not run parallel
to each other without contact. On the contrary, they are elements of a struCture of
a higher order and this structure of structures has its hierarchy and its dominant
element (the prevailing series)" (Mukarovsky, 1934 ; 60). The immanent study of
litcrary change was thus augmented by consideration of its external context. The
historical trajectory of literature was seen as determined simultaneously by the purely
literary needs and the external impulses stemming fro~ social developments.

Despite their differences, the immanent and extrinsic models of literay change
describe history from the same vantage point : that: of its production. But this
perspective is ::learly insufficient to explain the becoming of a text solely as a
function of the context that generated it, as Vodic~aJobscrved in the early1940s,
"Only if read does the work achieve its aesthetic realizauon [and] become an aesthetic
object in the reader's consciousness" (Vodicka, 1942 ; 371). The history of literary
reception proposed by Vodicka relativizes considerably the bond between the text
and the underlying literary code which provides it with identity. Any work can
potentially be reconstituted according to reading conventions that did not exist during
its inception and, in this way, assume new and unpredictable appearances.

Function

The second key concept and the trademark of Prague Structuralism was function.

Rooted in a purposive view of human behavior, it designated "the active relation
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between an object and the goal for which this object is iused" (Mukarovsky, 1971 :
17). The PS stressed the social dimension of functionality, the necessary consensus
among the members of a collectivity concerning the purpose that an object serves
and its utility for such a pwpose. From the functional perspective, every individual
structure mentioned above (political, economic, etc.) appeared as a set of social
nonns regulating the attainment of values in these cultural spheres.

Within the functional typology proposed by the Structuralists, the aesthetic
function played a special role. It might be said that this function was the dialectical
negation of functionality in general. Whereas in "practical" functions the ttlos lies
outside the object used, in the aesthetic function the telos is this object That is to
say, in extra-artistic activities functional objects are instruments whose value stems
from their suitability for particular pwposes. Works of art, on the other hand, as
objects of the aesthetic function, do not serve any practical goal directly and thus
constitule ultimate values in and of themselves.

However, the. Structuralists did not believe that an artistic work is completely
severed from its social contexL The PS conceived of an object's functionality in
terms of hierarchy rather than mutual exclusivity: the dominance of the aesthetic
function does not preclude the presence of other functions. Though unrealized,
practical functions do not vanish from the work; they remain there in all their
potentiality, merely shifting their corresponding values to a different level. The
transforrnat.ion that extra-aesthetic values undergo in art depends on another component

of the Structuralist frame of reference-the sign.

Sign

" The problem of the sign. II the members of the Circle declared in their joint
Iimanifesto of 1935, " is one of the most urgent philosophical problems of the cultural

re-birth of our time" because" all of reality, from sensory perception to the most
abstraCt mental constructions, appears to modem man as a vast and complex realm
of signs" (Havranek, 1935 :5). As mentioned above, the PS classified all artifacts
according to thP.functions they serve. However, man~made objects do not merely
carry out their functions (i.e., a house protecting us from the weather) but also
signify them (a house as a sign of civilization). A conjunction of material vehicle
and immaterial meaning, the sign reinscribes in different terms the dual nature of
structure-its physical embodiment in individual artifacts and its mental, socially
shared existence as a nonnative code. From a semiotic perspective, then, culture
appears as a complex interaction of signs mediating among the members of a
particular collectivity. '
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At 1his point we might return to exttHCSthetic functions inatt whose IIJ1PUIUUDt

values are DOtJe8lized because. of a domillJltt aesthecic function. But since 1I1811istic

wort is also a sign. these umeaIized a1ues ale tranSfelred from an 'ClDpirical1O a
JemPfic plane. they become panial1laDings which cootribute 10 1he1Dta1 semantic

stnICIIft of !be wort. Thus. "from the most abstract point of view, 1IMukamvsIcy

wroIC in 1936. II 1be WOIt of art is 80thing but a particular set of cxtta-eeSIbetic

values. The maICrial compooents of Ibcanistic artifact aDd the way they are expIoiaed

as formal dcvic:u 8m mere ~ of energy represented by ema~.ic
¥8IucL If at Ibis paint we ask ourseheI wbeIe 8eStbeOc value lies. we find 1bat it
.. dissolved into individual eJtIIaCsdIetic values and is nothing bute geoe:al trml
for Ihe dynamic toC81ityof 1beiri8rrdItioos .. (Mukarovsky. 1936 :69).

Poetic language

Despil.e the Inadd1 of Ibeir roarch interests. the members of the PS dcvo&ed
most of their aaeatioo 10 die study ~ 1iImIuIe. Following the paIb cbIned by Ihc
Russian Formalists. .cheyappcOlCbcd vedIal art from a 1inguisIic ~ treaing
it as a particular functional diaIcct-poeUc language. The Circle's "dae$" of 1929
presented such dialects as a series of binary oppBSilions : intema1 VI. CXJCmal.
inte1lec1ua1 vs. eroot~l. poetic VI. communicative (the Iaaer subdivided info
.PnICIiCa1'V£.tbeomica1). eu:. Tbougb in subsequent ydIrs the SIlUCtUr8Jistsfunhc:r
dabonued. augmeo&ed and aermiDoIogicaUymodifaea this typOlogy, the basjc
cIwacIerisbcs of poetic di8Icct ~ Ibe same. As a reaJimrion of die ~ic
function in linguistic maiCriaI. it 1I3DSCormsIbe verbal 'Sign from an insInDneat for
signifying other. cxua.Jil\gJ,iaic JeaIibes so a seIf-cemred COIIlpOCiIioa.

Tbc IDOCtobvious 1181if~"" of me aestbeticJfuoction in If1QgJ~ is die
h)'pCtbopbyof tbe ..ter--4be IUtiDg OIp'~ion of lingui$tir'IOUDd.~ny
in poeIIy. Tbe e&tiIe of)lloaic features.which in.messages Jowmecl by od1a'
functions serve as 811auaoma6zed vehicle of naning. are arranged in poetic ~
so as 10 call an.ention 10 tbcmse1Yes. tuming 1hus from a maulS roward IOIDdhing
else in1DIbeir own eads. OxJIequendy.1be PS inYeStigaJedclosely me ~()bJems of
sound~. prusody.and iMonaUonin poeticcompositions.1be distinctj\'C
feature of these inquiries W8S IbeU"IJbonoIogical basis. That is. for aile Prague
StnlCbnlists only those p.onic cIemeoIs of language capable of ~
qnilive mcaUftpcouJdbe~ poetically.Bythesame~ mePSregarded
Ihe 80UDd~ pelVW'4I1bepoebcwort (including_>".meR
fonna1 cmsInICtI but as p8Ual1ClDll1licsuuaures comprisina die cma11 ....
or the teXt.

The forcpounding of the ~ in . poetic compOsition .dilnqUlbe pIQOe8OC
linguisticdesilutioRthe~.. G JignifieawithsipifiedslO~ ~
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__ reauJts iD tho bci&f*ned poIJlelDY 0( WItI8I arLTo aplaiDUU point,1et me
i8Iroduce &bePS model of linguisaic tfef,,1If41a1 fonnur.d ill 1929 by Saussum's
tfUdPa. Sagej ~j. ~ to it.eveq laapaao UICiI.~ betwe8
tbo · psytbolok)gicaI &be..er willa to Ibc Iti~
car'meaningsimposedby tho sys8aD.Linguislicdr DI., .dIen.iavolvestwo
IlltitheUallaldenc_ 1bo.sjgnif.u _ &besipificd CI8.. .-:bed ia a waydID
speakecseesas 8kquaI8 to die p8IticuJ8rCDIIeX1or.11I ,., to sodaIJysbamt
Iingjus&icc:oaventicns.The tension berM:eDd8ea ..,.IeDdenc_ I8IDhs in the
bomonymicIsynooymjl;exteDSiooof tbe wmI : die ~ "'Hsm of sound
and meaning.11ris is to say .every appIic:atioD of a linguistic sip necessarily implies
ocber possible applications of tho same sip in diff~ cordeXlS (bomonymity ) as

weD as the existence of applicable. but in tbis casc DOt appIied,aUaDative signs
(synonymjty). .. The signifier (sound)aDdthe ~ (fimctim ) stide continually
(8 the It Slopeof reality".Each overflows· die boon<Wiesassignedto it by the
odIet : dIo signifier tries to have fuactions other Iban ita own; dao sigaified cries
to be expressed by means other than its sign. 1bey ate asymmeaicaI ; coupled. they
exist in a seaseof unsIableequilibriUIR·( ~j. 1929; 93 )

The aesmeuc manipulacioo of sound in verb8I art in(encifie91be semanlic slippage
of linguistic signs. The dissolutionof the signifwz into its constjbltive elements and
their regrouping according to a particular pIoJic pRSCripI.provides language with
a new net work of signifying possibiilies; a diffC2elJtpouad OBwbidt sound and
meaning can meet . Yet .by probIemabzing the process of vabal tq)aeseDlation.
accordingto the PS . poetic language paforms a signal" in the linguisticsystem.
Incontrastto someotherCunctioDaldialects... SIIaIIk kII8I~ of signs
to what they stand for and strive co oblitaale tbcir ~~ .poe1ic IaDguage
underscores the ceciplW\! inadequacy of the lWO .thcii deep -seated DOR -ideDaity.

But It why is it necessary to point out that!be sip does DOtmerge with the object
[ it SignifIeS]? It Jatobson asked ill 1934, .. Becausebes¥Icsthe immediateawareness
of the identity between the sign and object ( A is ~l ) we need the immediaae
awareness of the Jack of this icknIity (A is DOt AI). . '"This 8itinomy is necessary".

Jakobson continued. It for withoot conadidoos ~ is DOmobility of concepts.
tile relation betWecoconcept and sign beQ:)mesaulOm8tized,activity S1OpS.tile
awareness of reality dies out " ( Jakobsen. 1934 : m ).

~

The maximal~ extension of signs in verbal art, bowever~ was still imufficient
ailerion to distinguish poetic language from odJe"t functional dialects. Emotive
dt3ignalions ( curses. endearmen&s ) . Mutanmky iDsisIed .. demonsU'ate aD equal
if not higher tendcnc}. toward semaDUc novelty : yet .their p-upose is clearly not
aesthetic . The spec:ificityof poetic IaDpage YiI-. -vis its emotive ~
Iberf~ cannot be sought solely in the act of designatioG bot in aoother fundammtal
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Jinguistic operation: the proc.ess of combining signs into' higher linguistic operation:
the process of combining signs into higher linguistic wtits .

The difference between linguistic designation and ~mbination corresponds to
another basic semiotic dichotomy discussed by the PS . between arbitrary and
motivated signs. " Language. " Karcevskij paraphrased Saussure in 1927 ."always
offers the spectacle of battle between lexicology (. the tendency toward the arbitrary
and phonological sign) and syntagmatics ( the tendency toward the .motivated ·
and morphologi,;alsign) " ( Karcevskij . 1927 ; 15 ) .The possibility of homonymic

I synonymic slippage is predicated upon the essential arbitrariness of the link between
the signifier and signified; anything can be designated by any word. and vice versa.
The conventionality of the linguistic system provides this flux with social limits ,
but in itself is incapable of stopping it because the individual sign user may always
voilate these limits in the name of "psychological ad~uacy . " Given this fact, it
is not surprising that emotive language charged with the task of intimating a speaker's
mental state strives toward the pole of lexicological arbitrariness.

Though poetic and emotiv~ languages share a propensity for semantic shifts ,
they differ in regard to arbitrariness.For the PS . verbal art was the prime example

.J of syntagmatically motivated signs. Since the aesthetic function transforms language
from an instrument for signifying something else into a self --centered sign , the
meaning of poetic designation is not a function of the, external context but of the
internal contexture of the utterance. This fact resultS from the complexity and
systcmatic organization of the poetic text at all levels : the series of phonological ,
morphological, and syntactic parallelisms. and the hierarchical correlations among
partial signs create what the Structuralists termed the work's "Semantic gesture"

--- -- the grid of formal possibilities that motivates the overall meaning of the
literary sign. Itjs the relational properties of the signifier, the interactions among
its partial signs which create the structure of its signified. the work's semantic
universe. Therefore. in transgressing linguistic conventionality, poetic language
does not slide toward the pole of arbitrariness .Instead . each work generates from
within its own textual conventions, a paradigm of intersubjective expectations which
suggest its interpretation .

The essays written for this issue approach the rich intellectual heritage of the
PS from a variety of perspectives. Since the structuraliSt revolution inaugurated by
the Prague Circle marked a decisive turn in the histoty of the humanities and the
social sciences, some of authors investigate the broad culluraI setting which facilitated
this change. . lindrich Toman's comprehensive" Notes on the Emergence of the
Prague Circle" applies Mukarovsky 's thesis about the intrinsic interdependence
among different branches of human endeavors within'!a cultural context to the PS,
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itself. Structuralist thought" Toman illustrates convincingly, was not infonned solely
by professional, academic pursuits but also by the socio- political factorS of the
milieu ill which it originated.To prove his point, he appends to this volume Jambson's
polemical essay from 1925 that, from a Structuralist position, rallies against the
arid and reductionist poetics of so -called " proletariait literature" promulgated at
that time by the Czech communists. j

Milan Palec next reiterates the imperative to study the PS in the 1. .fi~--:
war Czech culture. Theory, without a correspondingartistic praxis, hgests , '

empty; and praxis without such a theory is blind. Drawing on a comp. symbios
between SLrucuU'alislaesthetics and the Czech avantgarde theatre, Palec demonstratt
the mutual, benefits both parties derived from their complementarity .

The three contributions which follow treat the history of the P~ :" a mon..
restricted manner, within the boundaries of traditional disciplinary matrices. My own
piece posits a robust theoretical affmity between the tenets of Structural linguistics
and the phenomenology of language outlined by the Russian pupil of Husserl ,
Gustav Shpet Without glossing ovez their differences, I see their two stances as
fellows in ...arms in the common struggle against the atomism, psychologism,
and individualism of the positivistic paradigm. The PS and the Russian philosopher
shared the conviction that language must be analyzed in structural , semiotic, ~
teleological tenns .

But not all encounters between the PS and phil6so~hy , Kei Yamanaka's study
cautions. were so harmonious. It casts sharp light on ~- curious intellectual cross-
pollination which OCCWTedafter the War when Romat1'Jakobson incorporated into
StF.:turalist semiotics Charles S . Peirce's typology',of signs . After -exploring
Jakobson's motivations for intertwining these disparate traditions, Yamanaka finds
them deeply incompatible and deems Jakobson's valiant effons an ultimate failiure.

,-

Finally , the leading Czech prosodist Miroslav Cenenka retraces the t onurous
path along which phonology entered the Structuralist literary studies. By discovezing
an intrinsic bond between linguistic sound and meaning, phonology furnished metric.
with a firm basis for separating essential prosodic features from rhythmic
epiphenomena. But ---and this is the gist of Cervenka's essay -- the students
of verbal art are yet to fully explore the heuristic potential of phonology, especially
in regard to the vexing issue of syntactic intonation.

The PS, however, need not be tackled as a mere historical event, interesting
only to those who , as the proverb goes , do not wish to repeat the mistakes of the
past .The next four essays attempt to insert Structuralist ideas into current theoretical
discussions. Hana Arie Gaifman t eJls us th" he cOilcept of dominant, which in PS
parlance referred to the hierarchicalorganizationof the art!'. whole, has a very
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specific m~ning in the study of music. By applying it metaphorically to the field
of literature, she offers an original inter--- artistic model for rtescribing the dynamk;,;
of literary change.

II BelatedMeetings11 by Wendy Holmes painstakingly maps all the recent
encounters between the PS and Anglo --American lFrcnch an history. The stumbling
block which prev~nts these engagements from being irui(fui is , according to Holmes,
the different developmental trajectories of the Czech and West intellecrual tladitions.
The made ---in ---Prague version of StructuralisT with. social and historical
awareness fits ill the discourse of contemporary ah histon~.s whose universe is
circumscribed by all too abstract polemics between the French Structuralists and
post ..:S trucwralists.

If spumed by the Western scholars who have ccapprr'riated the lah",! of
Structuralism for their own ends, the PS might as weil look l~r friends elsewhere.
And this is where Michael Sprinker's tightly argued paper comes in: it is precisely
the socio--- historical ramifications of its literary theory which align the PS wiLl}
the Marxist critique of ideology exemplified by the w'fitings of Lollis Althusscr .

Finally, David Herman's dense and complex contributionpositions the PS
functionalism \, ..hin the ongoing debates about the pragmatic dimension of semiosis.
He lakes issue with the claim made by Mary Pratt --a prominent practitioner of
speech act theory in literary studies --- --- that the StructUralist notion of poetic
language separates literature from its social setting. Pratt's critique, Herman shows,
focuses narrowly on the typology of functions without taking into account the
metapragmatic rules for its use advanced by the members of the Circle. Not only
did the PS conceive of all linguistic structures ( poetic included ) as a relative
hierarchy of many functions but, more importantly, they always maintaine,l ,hat
any such hierarchy is valid solely in a concrete cultural situation. It is not the PS,
Hennan charges, but Pratt herself who fails to stipulate the metapragmatic-j:::."
discourse and turns a blind eye .to 'he enormous ver.><i..cjtyof utteranc~s
and time.

To familiarize readers with some important commentaries on the PS, Miroslav
Cervenka and Michael Holquist reviewed two books related to the topic. A collective

.
volume by thirty ---four scholars from many countries --;-Romanlakobson : Echoes
of His Scholarship is a teUing homage to the man who was a friend of the Russian
Futurists, Khlebnikov and Mayakovsky , in the teens; a founding member and the
vice --chairman of the Prague Circle in the twenties and the thirties; a mento, to
Levi--Strauss in the forties; and the dean of American Siavistics from the fiij,ies
until his death in 1982 . II Only with difficulty" , Cervenkaconcludes his report,
"can one imagine the magnitude of the problems with which a future 'biographer
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'of Jakobson will have grapple," But, as this collection attests, it will be an exciting
venture.

Holquist's review article of Striedter's recent account of Russian Fonnalism and
Prague Structura1ism deals with a morestreamlined narrative. Striedter's admirable
goal was not merely to provide a history of Slavic lt~rary theory but to show its
relevancy for contemporary American criticism. In a friendly manner, Holquist points
out the difficulties which such a project entails. But given the changing nature of
literary studies in the USA and the collapse of totalitarianism in Eastern Europe
which for decades hindered the free flow of ideas, Striedter's initiative, Holquist
conceds , could not come at a more opportune moment

My brief, all too brief, rendition of the contributions to this issue of the Journal
of Comparative LiteraJure and Aesthetics devoted to the PS-does not do justice to
the breadth of knowledge and sophistication of their authors nor to their oft polemical
ardor. Neverheless, it is my strong hope that the essays gathered here will attract a
distant audience to a significant strain of the continental theorizing which, I believe,
merits serious consideration.
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